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IOWA PRESS 
7/1/16 – 9/30/16 

 
7/1/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4341) 
REPRESENTATIVE DAVID YOUNG (R-VAN METER) 

On the next edition of Iowa Press, our guest will be Representative David Young (R-Van 

Meter). He’ll give an update on his work in Congress, as well as discuss his re-election 

campaign and the 2016 race for president.  
Joining Young at the Iowa Press table are moderator Dean Borg, Kay Henderson, news director 
for Radio Iowa, and Kathie Obradovich, political columnist for The Des Moines Register. 
 
9/2/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4401) 
REPORTERS' ROUNDTABLE 

This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of political reporters for a roundtable 

discussion to look back at some of the summer political highlights and set the stage for 

the busy months of campaigning ahead.  
Joining moderator Dean Borg at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for 
Radio Iowa; Kathie Obradovich, political columnist for The Des Moines Register; James Lynch, 
political reporter for The Gazette; and Dave Price, political director and anchor at WHO-TV. 
 
9/9/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4402) 
POLITICAL SCIENTISTS DISCUSS THE 2016 VOTE 

This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of political scientists for a discussion on the 

2016 general election, including the presidential race and the U.S. Senate and 

Congressional races in Iowa.Guests include Dianne Bystrom, director of the Carrie 

Chapman Catt Center for Women and Politics at Iowa State University; Rachel Caufield, 

Associate Professor of Political Science at Drake University; and, Chris Larimer, 

Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of Northern Iowa.  
Joining moderator Dean Borg at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for 
Radio Iowa, and James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette. 
 
9/16/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4403) 
POLITICAL STRATEGISTS DISCUSS THE 2016 GENERAL ELE 

This week’s Iowa Press will discuss the 2016 general election from the presidential 

campaigns to local Iowa races. Our guests will be Brad Anderson, Democratic strategist 

and Of Counsel at Precision Strategies, and John Stineman, Republican strategist and 

Principal at Strategic Elements.  
Joining moderator Dean Borg at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for 
Radio Iowa, and Kathie Obradovich, political columnist for The Des Moines Register. 
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9/23/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4404) 
ENGAGING YOUNG VOTERS 

On this week’s Iowa Press, guests will discuss efforts to engage student voters at colleges 

and universities across the state, issues important to millennials, as well as voter 

registration and the security and integrity of Iowa’s voting system. Our guests will be 

Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate (R-Cedar Rapids), Olivia Anderson, Simpson College 

junior, and Alex Brand, Iowa State University sophomore.  
Joining moderator Dean Borg at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for 
Radio Iowa, and Kathie Obradovich, political columnist for The Des Moines Register. 
 
9/30/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4405) 
KIM WEAVER (D-SHELDON) 

On this week’s Iowa Press, our guest will be Kim Weaver (D-Sheldon),Democratic 

candidate for Congress in Iowa’s Fourth District. We’ ll talk about issues that impact the 

Fourth District and her campaign to unseat incumbent Rep. Steve King.  
Joining moderator Dean Borg at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for 
Radio Iowa, and Kathie Obradovich, political columnist for The Des Moines Register. 
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MARKET TO MARKET 
7/1/16 – 9/30/16 

 
7/1/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4145) 
What’s in a label? Congress misses a deadline over GMO’s. North American leaders take 
disparaging comments on trade policy in stride. Bridging the gap between rural and urban 
America via the tourist trail. Market analysis with Naomi Blohm. 
 
7/8/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4146) 
Congress battles to prevent a patchwork of GMO labeling laws, a medical study attacks 
subsidized agricultural commodities, and two brothers feed an overseas market for fans of 
American pork. Market analysis with Darin Newsom. 
 
7/15/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4147) 
The Agriculture Committee taps the brakes on speedy trades. A switchover for aging oil tank 
cars may take more than a decade. Mew wheat hybrids are closer than you think. Market 
analysis with Dan Hueber. 
 
7/22/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4148) 
One down and one to go; what Trump's "yes" to the Republican Party could mean for rural 
America. One cattle buyers' quest to build genetics in herds out West. Market analysis with 
John Roach. 
 
7/29/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4149) 
On this episode of Market to Market, we explore what a Clinton presidency would mean to 
rural America, how adequate rain and good crop conditions feed market bears, and how 
rural butchers are working to stay a cut above the rest. These stories and market analysis 
with Angie Setzer. 
 
8/5/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4150) 
The President enlists world leaders to help with his uphill domestic trade battle. Drought 
fuels wild fires out West while water conservation lags. The financial impact of legal 
cannabis in the Mile High city. Market analysis with Ted Seifried. 
 
8/12/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4151) 
The details begin to come forward on how the two major party candidates want to shape the 
economy. Diversification helps one state’s dairy industry hedge against uncertainty. Market 
analysis with Don Roose. 
 
8/19/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4152) 
alifornia wildfires go from bad to worse in just a few short hours, combating food waste 
could be as easy as saying "there’s an app for that," a nd two brothers turn an FFA project 
into a major operation. These stories and market analysis with Elaine Kub. 
 
8/26/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4201) 
Enjoy feature stories and market analysis with Darin Newsom. 
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9/2/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4202) 
Political foes slap a tariff on major trade deals. Farm laborers in the world’s 6th largest 
economy are in line for overtime. A CSA uses customized orders to drive sales growth. 
Market analysis with John Roach. 
 
9/9/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4203) 
Pipeline protests push the stop button on construction, Oklahoma shakes and injection wells 
take some of the pressure, and mining companies explore the prospects for new mineral 
resources in the Land of 10,000 Lakes. These stories and market analysis with Ted Seifried. 
 
9/16/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4204) 
Another agricultural mega-merger as Bayer and Monsanto reach an agreement. As combines 
harvest likely the biggest crop ever…what now? A blue ribbon panel breaks down the long 
and the short of the September Supply and Demand report. Market Analysis with Gold, 
Blohm, Roose and Setzer. 
 
9/23/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4205) 
Merger mania prompts a summons from Washington. The Secretary spends a little time in 
the hot seat. Heavy rain stops harvest in its tracks. Market analysis with Sue Martin. 
 
9/30/16 @ 7:30 p.m.  (#4206) 
Enjoy feature stories and market analysis with analyst Dan Hueber. 
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IOWA PUBLIC TELEVISION 

QUARTERLY PROGRAM TOPIC REPORT 

Report Covering 7/1/16 – 9/30/16 
 

 

 
 

Abortion 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WWIR  005601 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/1/16  7 p.m, 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  
Trump and Clinton prep for conventions, terror in Turkey, and SCOTUS 

rules on abortion: Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton gear up for their 

party's conventions as talk about potential running mates escalates. 

Trump seeks a VP with the Washington experience he lacks as he continues 

the struggle to unite the Republican party. Meanwhile, Sen. Elizabeth 

Warren joins Clinton on the campaign trail. Will Warren attract 

progressive Democratic voters to Hillary? Mistrust still surrounds the 

former secretary of State as the investigation into her personal email 

account carries on. And heading into the July 4 weekend, global security 

forces are on high alert after a well-planned terror attack at the 

Istanbul airport left hundreds dead or wounded. Plus, the Supreme Court 

-- still operating with just eight justices -- issues its most decisive 

decision on abortion in 25 years. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011615 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/21/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Pence talks Turkey, abortion, Trumponomics, trade and the Supreme Court: 

GOP vice presidential nominee Mike Pence stopped by the NewsHour’s 

Cleveland digs a day after his primetime debut and went about making the 

case for Donald Trump. Pence laid out Trump’s positions on NATO, the 

failed Turkey coup and economy. When Judy Woodruff asked the social 

conservative about Trump and abortion, he said, “I appreciate Donald 

Trump’s pro-life views.” 
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Aging 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AMDO  002609 

Series Title:    POV 

Episode Title:       Ping Pong 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/21/16  11:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Call this old age, extreme edition: Eight players with 703 years between 

them compete in the Over 80 World Table Tennis Championships in China's 

Inner Mongolia. British players Terry, 81, who has been given a week to 

live, and Les, 91, a weightlifter and poet, are going for the gold. 

Inge, 89, from Germany, has used table tennis to paddle her way out of 

dementia. And Texan Lisa, 85, is playing for the first time. "Ping Pong" 

is an unusual story of hope, regret, friendship, ambition, love, and 

sheer human tenacity in the face of aging and mortality. 

 

NOLA Code:         AMDO  002905 

Series Title:    POV 

Episode Title:       Iris 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/7/16  11:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  
Meet Iris Apfel, the quick-witted, flamboyantly dressed 93-year-old 

style maven who’s had an outsized presence on the New York fashion scene 

for decades. Albert Maysles’ film shows a woman with an inspirational 

enthusiasm for fashion, art and people. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011622 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/1/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
The unprecedented aging crisis that’s about to hit China: China has the 

largest Baby Boom generation in the world. But now just years away from 

a mass retirement, that country is headed toward a severe workforce 

crisis and retirement cost cash crunch. Due to the country’s one-child 

policy from 1978 until 2015, the younger generation poised to take over 

is relatively small. What’s the solution? Judy Woodruff reports in 

conjunction with the Atlantic. 
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Agriculture 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         WHTI  000000 

Series Title:    Where There is No Word for Farmer 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 60 

Length:          8/14/16  1 p.m. 

Segment:    60 

Format:  

After a three-week visit with an Iowa farm family in 1988, Ukranian official Ivan Husar returned home with 

a vision. He quit a prestigious job in his home province's Agricultural Administration and began farming a 

little over 1,000 acres independently; the result was the "Iowafarm." This documentary shows how the 

commitment of an individual and the strength of an idea challenged old ways to bring significant change to 

a small part of what once was the Soviet Union. 

 

NOLA Code:         WET  002002 

Series Title:    People in the Pictures: Stories from the Wettach Farm Photos 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/15/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

This documentary is a visual essay portraying farm families during the Great Depression through World 

War II and the postwar years, as seen through the eyes of Iowa photographer Pete Wettach who took nearly 

50 ,000 pictures of rural America, mostly Iowa, over a span of 40 years. Wettach was born in New Jersey 

but his fascination with rural life, particularly with farming, led him to Iowa where he would remain until 

his death in the late 1970s. 

 

NOLA Code:         FMHR  000000 

Series Title:    FarmHer The Documentary 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/16/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In 2013, Marji Gulyer-Alaniz saw a commercial during the Super Bowl that was about American farmers. 

While the commercial moved her, she felt something was missing...images of women. It was then that she 

decided to devote her life to photographing women farmers and she created the organization FarmHer. 
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Alcohol, Drug Abuse 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011602 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
For some NFL players, ban on medical marijuana is a real pain: Percocet 

or pot? An increasing number of Americans are choosing to use legalized 

cannabis instead of highly addictive opioids to control chronic pain but 

not in the NFL where a blanket ban is still in place. A group of retired 

players are working toward changing that, knowing firsthand what it's 

like to live on pills. Katie Couric of Yahoo News reports. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011627 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/8/16  5:30 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Team USA is hitting its marks in Rio — and hitting back at doping: Team 

USA has been living up to expectations during the first few days in Rio 

de Janeiro. Judy Woodruff speaks with USA Today's Christine Brennan 

about initial U.S. achievements, criticism of Russian athletes in 

response to the doping scandal, how the city is handling the Games so 

far and what else we can expect from superstars such as Michael Phelps, 

Katie Ledecky and Simone Biles. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011642 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/29/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Painting a vibrant picture of Brooklyn in the tumultuous 1970s: “Another 

Brooklyn,” by Jacqueline Woodson, is not a typical coming-of-age novel. 

It takes place in Brooklyn in the 1970s, an environment in which drugs 

were ubiquitous, white flight was on the rise and young girls of color 

relied on each other for support. Woodson grew up in that era herself, 

and Jeffrey Brown meets with her in Brooklyn to discuss how she sees 

writers as 'history keepers.' 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011648 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/6/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Duterte lashes out at critics of drug war killings in the Philippines: 

More than 2,000 people have been killed in the Philippines as part of a 

sweeping drug crackdown whipped up by President Rodrigo Duterte. Both 

the United States and the United Nations have expressed criticism, and 

back in his own country, residents are torn over the wave of violence. 

William Brangham reports on the diplomatic fallout. 
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American History/Biography 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FSKE  000000 

Series Title:    F.S. KEY AND THE SONG THAT BUILT AMERICA 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       APTEX 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/3/16  3 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

F.S. KEY AND THE SONG THAT BUILT AMERICA celebrates Francis Scott Key's writing of America's 

national anthem, "The Star-Spangled Banner." Key, a constitutional lawyer, famously penned the lyrics 

following the 12-hour bombardment of Ft. McHenry in September 1814. Against a backdrop of history, and 

through the eyes of Key's loving wife Polly (played by Deborah Hazlett), the film highlights Key's personal 

life, legal career and artistic development. The documentary covers Key's major cases (including the Aaron 

Burr conspiracy), his vehement opposition to the War of 1812, his enlistment in the militia, his participation 

in the ill-fated defense of Washington, D.C., and his penchant for poetry and art. 

    

NOLA Code:         FRON  003410 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title: The Secret History of ISIS 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/5/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Get the inside story of the creation of ISIS and learn how the U.S. 

missed the many warning signs. The film uncovers the terror group’s 

earliest plans, the Islamic radicals who became its leaders and the 

American failures to stop ISIS’ brutal rise. 
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NOLA Code:         WHIT  000000 

Series Title:    White House: Inside Story; The 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/12/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
Gain access to America’s most iconic residence -- symbol of national 

history and icon of democracy. From the Oval Office to the family dining 

room, through crises and world wars, the 200-year story of the White 

House is the story of America itself. 

 

NOLA Code:         AMEX  002306 

Series Title:    Jimmy Carter: American Experience 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/29/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
This film traces the ascent of an ambitious country boy from a peanut 

farm in Plains, Georgia, to the Oval Office; it examines the failings of 

Jimmy Carter's political leadership in the context of the turbulent 

1970s; and explores the role religion played in his career. Carter ran 

for president as an outsider. He rode into power on the post-Watergate 

disaffection with Washington politics. But his inexperience resulted in 

an ineffectual and fractured administration. Inflation, recession, and a 

humbling hostage crisis blew his presidency dramatically off course. The 

crowning achievement of his one-term in office, the Camp David Accords, 

which established a framework for peace in the Middle East, was the 

inspiration for his life after the White House. In the years since, 

Carter has recast himself as a giant of moral leadership. He has 

struggled to bring peace to war-torn countries; fought for the 

eradication of life-threatening diseases; and dedicated himself to 

housing America's poorest citizens. The film features interviews with 

many close to the Carter administration including his wife Rosalynn, son 

Chip, Press Secretary Jody Powell and Vice President Walter Mondale. 
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Arts 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011601 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       7/1/16  5:30 p.m. 

Broadcast Date/Time: 60 

Length:           

Segment:     

Format:  
How sexual rivalry, fist fights and other shenanigans drove Ernest 

Hemingway: A photo of Ernest Hemingway sitting with a mischievous-

looking group in Pamplona inspired Leslie M. M. Blume’s new book, 

“Everybody Behaves Badly.” It was 1925, a year before Hemingway’s “The 

Sun Also Rises,” hit. The group was a volatile mix, complete with fights 

and sexual rivalries that inspired his writing, Blume tells Jeffrey 

Brown, in the last of our series on summer reading suggestions. 

 

NOLA Code:         JPMR  000000 

Series Title:    Jackson Pollock’s Mural: The Story of a Modern Masterpiece 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       NETA 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/12/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Jackson Pollock's "Mural": The Story of a Modern Masterpiece is a new documentary produced by the 

University of Iowa in collaboration with the University of Iowa Museum of Art. The film documents the 

truths and the myths surrounding this mammoth sized painting "Mural". Artist Jackson Pollock created the 

painting in 1943 for art patron and advocate Peggy Guggenheim, for her New York townhouse. This 

painting measuring approximately 20 feet long by 8 foot high changed the landscape of American modern 

painting forever. Pollock's creation ignited what would later be called "Abstract Expressionism", an art 

movement, which even the C.I.A. would embrace to further the cause of American freedom during the 

uneasy years of the Cold War. 
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NOLA Code:         DMM  002016 

Series Title:    Des Moines Metro Opera Presents Manon 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/30/16  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          150 

Segment:     

Format:  

Des Moines Metro Opera Presents Manon is a lavish reworking of a rarely performed musical masterpiece. 

First performed in Paris in 1884, composer Jules Massenet's famous opera tells the story of the young and 

impulsive Manon, who falls in love with the student des Grieux. Because Manon also longs for luxury, she 

cannot resist when the rich nobleman De Bretigny offers to make her his mistress. Manon's choice between 

young love and the allure of life's unavoidable temptations is the cause of her descent from innocence to 

complete desperation. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011625 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A Nobel laureate writes about living under Soviet rule: The Nobel 

Committee called Svetlana Alexievich's writing "a monument to suffering 

and courage in our time." In this new book, "Secondhand Time", the 

suffering is (mostly) psychological, as hope and promise at the end of 

Soviet era turns to despair and a sense of betrayal under Gorbachev, 

Yeltsin, and into the current rule of Vladimir Putin. Alexievich joins 

Jeffrey Brown in the studio. 
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Business/Industry 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011605 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/7/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Brexit or no, former central banker says global financial system needs 

fixes: The pound and European markets took big hits when the United 

Kingdom voted to leave the EU. Economics correspondent Paul Solman talks 

to Mervyn King, the former head of the Bank of England and the author of 

“The End of Alchemy,” who offers a longer view -- and a less alarmed one 

-- about what Brexit means for global banking and financial stability. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011616 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor: PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/22/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
The long rise and very quick fall of Fox News boss Roger Ailes: For 20 

years, the man at the helm of Fox News was its CEO and founder Roger 

Ailes. On Thursday, Ailes stepped down after former anchor Gretchen 

Carlson filed a sexual harassment suit against him. Jane Hall, associate 

professor at American University’s School of Communication, and Ken 

Doctor, media analyst for Newsonomics and Columnist for Politico, sit 

down with Judy Woodruff to discuss. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011623 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/2/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A stretch of North Dakota highway witnesses oil’s boom and bust: Oil 

prices have been dropping since the industry’s boom in 2014, and with 

that decline comes economic uncertainty for oil towns like Dickinson, 

North Dakota. Over 180 rigs drilled at the nearby Bakken oil field two 

years ago; only 27 remain active today. The slowdown has taken its toll 

on all sectors of business, from the housing market to hotel occupancy. 

Inside Energy’s Emily Guerin reports. 

 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011634 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/17/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Why Brexit may be the best thing for Britain’s fishing industry: The 

world was shocked when, in June, the United Kingdom voted to leave the 

European Union. Many believe the severance will negatively affect 

Britain's economy, but the fishing industry expects benefits -- 

including increased profitability, poverty relief and elimination of 

what some fishermen see as harmful restrictions. From southwest England, 

special correspondent Jennifer Glasse has the story. 
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Community Politics, Government 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011605 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/7/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
News Wrap: House GOP put off gun control legislation indefinitely: In 

our news wrap Thursday, House Republicans put off any vote on their gun 

and anti-terrorism bill. Democrats spoke one-by-one on the floor and 

demanded a vote on tightening background checks. Also, the fourth trial 

of a police officer connected to the death of Freddie Gray began in 

Baltimore. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011612 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/18/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Baton Rouge reels after Sunday’s ambush murders of three police 

officers: Another city is mourning the fatal shootings of its police 

officers — this time three in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, which exploded in 

protest earlier this month when white cops killed Alton Sterling, a 

black man, outside a convenience store. The gunman, an ex-Marine, had 

expressed anger on social media. Jeffrey Brown reports talks to Col. 

Michael Edmonson, superintendent of the Louisiana State Police. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011622 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/1/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Remembering the Texas mass shooting that changed campus security: Fifty 

years ago today, a former Marine and engineering student opened fire 

from atop the clock tower at University of Texas, Austin. Charles 

Whitman killed more than a dozen and wounded many more. William Brangham 

speaks with Gregory Fenves, president of University of Texas at Austin, 

about a new memorial, as well as Texas’ new campus concealed carry law. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011635 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/18/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
In an unconventional race, even the electoral map surprises: During most 

election years, the electoral map is fairly predictable, except for ten 

or twelve swing states. But in this year's highly unorthodox race, 

Hillary Clinton has taken a substantial lead in five of these 

battlegrounds and is pursuing states that are typically solid red. Judy 

Woodruff talks to Ohio Public Radio’s Karen Kasler, Tampa Bay Times’ 

Adam Smith and Lisa Desjardins for analysis. 

How Louisiana plans to rebuild after historically damaging floods: As 

the Louisiana flooding begins to subside, the state looks toward 

rebuilding. The disaster affected over 20 parishes, including areas 

outside flood zones -- meaning residents there do not have flood 

insurance. William Brangham speaks with Billy Nungesser, Louisiana's 

lieutenant governor, about how the state is planning to use FEMA funds, 

the help of volunteers and Red Cross shelters to recover. 
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Consumerism 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011627 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/8/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
News Wrap: Delta computer outage cancels flights; 67 killed in Pakistan 

suicide bombing: In our news wrap Monday, hundreds of Delta Air Lines 

flights were canceled and thousands delayed after a global crash of the 

airline’s computer systems. Limited service resumed after 11 hours. 

Also, in Pakistan, at least 67 were killed and scores more wounded at a 

hospital in the southwest part of the country. A breakaway Taliban group 

claimed the attack, which targeted a gathering of lawyers. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011639 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/24/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Price of EpiPens spikes, causing major health concerns: Nearly everyone 

knows someone who carries an EpiPen due to a severe allergy. Sen. Amy 

Klobuchar (D-Minn) is no different -- as a child, her daughter almost 

died from a reaction to nuts. But Mylan, the company that produces 

EpiPens, has quintupled their price since 2003, making it harder for 

people with allergies to stay safe. John Yang asks Klobuchar about her 

legislative efforts to intervene. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011642 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/29/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Did outcry on social media lead to Mylan’s generic EpiPen? After news 

broke that the price of EpiPen injectors has skyrocketed, the allergy 

medicine’s maker, Mylan, announced its intention to offer a generic 

version of the product, to be sold at half the market price of the 

original. The New York Times’ Andrew Pollack and the University of 

Minnesota's Stephen Schondelmeyer talk with Gwen Ifill about the role 

public outcry played in the company's decision. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011647 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/5/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A high-tech, high-end clothing company that’s keeping jobs in America: 

Voormi transforms locally sourced Rocky Mountain sheep wool into high-

end outdoor clothing. But the Colorado startup is also hoping to help 

transform rural communities into small manufacturing hubs, where 

economic development is needed the most. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AIBB  000000 

Series Title:    America in Black & Blue, A PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Special 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/15/16  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A long, violent battle over policing meets hope for change in Newark: 

Forty-nine years ago this week, Newark, in New Jersey burned in 

rebellion against police brutality and racial injustice. Today, 

activists and authorities continue to grapple with many of the same 

issues. In this segment, hear perspectives from protesters and police at 

a Newark rally in the wake of the shootings in Dallas, St. Paul and 

Baton Rouge. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011612 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/18/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Baton Rouge reels after Sunday’s ambush murders of three police 

officers: Another city is mourning the fatal shootings of its police 

officers — this time three in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, which exploded in 

protest earlier this month when white cops killed Alton Sterling, a 

black man, outside a convenience store. The gunman, an ex-Marine, had 

expressed anger on social media. Jeffrey Brown reports talks to Col. 

Michael Edmonson, superintendent of the Louisiana State Police. 
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NOLA Code:         AMEX  000302 

Series Title:    Nixon: American Experience 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/25/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          180 

Segment:     

Format:  
This three-hour presentation provides a reassessment of Richard Nixon's 

life and political career. The program chronicles his achievements and 

defeats from his boyhood in Yorba Linda, California, to his rise to 

prominence as a virulent anti-communist congressman, to his presidency, 

including Nixon's historic overtures to China and the Soviet Union, his 

divisive handling of the Vietnam War and his resignation in the face of 

the Watergate scandal. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         DICW  000000 

Series Title:    Dick Cavett's Watergate 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/26/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
From 1972 to 1974, the Watergate scandal was frequently a part of “The 

Dick Cavett Show.” In fact, Cavett was at the forefront of national TV 

coverage, interviewing nearly every major Watergate figure as the crisis 

unfolded. With exclusive access to the archive of the show, DICK 

CAVETT’S WATERGATE documents the scandal in the words of the people who 

lived it: from the botched burglary at the Democratic National 

Headquarters; to the must-see TV of the daily Congressional Watergate 

hearings; to the ongoing behind-the-scenes battle between the White 

House and “The Dick Cavett Show,” culminating with the resignation of 

President Nixon on August 9, 1974. DICK CAVETT’S WATERGATE offers a 

unique opportunity to mark the 40th anniversary of a defining moment in 

American history. 
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Culture 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IAAP  000000 

Series Title:    IOWA: AN AMERICAN PROTRAIT 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/10/16  1 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Tom Brokaw narrates this lasting tribute and timeless impression of a special place within the heartland of 

America. 

 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011602 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Why you can’t talk about the Southern kitchen without slaves’ 

contributions: The recipe for the bestselling brand of American whiskey 

wasn’t simply the invention of its founder — it was greatly influenced 

by a slave who worked for the distiller. That public acknowledgment by 

Jack Daniel’s helps raise broader questions about America’s culinary 

heritage and the under-appreciated contributions of African-Americans. 

John Yang talks to culinary historian Michael Twitty for more. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011621 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/29/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
London skyline rising but the history below ground is far more 

fascinating: Where once stood a 16th Century theater that first staged 

Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, a new London complex, including a 37-

story residential tower, is rising. As the skyline changes at a head-

spinning clip, archaeologists, by law, are digging down, uncovering 

fascinating artifacts. The theater excavation will be part of the new 

development, aptly called, “The Stage.” Jeffrey Brown reports. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011637 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/22/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
International Criminal Court brings a cultural vandal to justice: Four 

years ago, 16 holy tombs in Timbuktu, dating back to the 14th century, 

were demolished in an attack by Islamic militants. In the first-ever war 

crimes trial for cultural destruction, one of the men involved admitted 

his guilt and voiced regret at the International Criminal Court. Jeffrey 

Brown talks with DePaul University’s Patty Gerstenblith for more on the 

challenges of prosecuting these crimes. 
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Disabled 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AMDO  002703 

Series Title:    POV 

Episode Title:       My Way to Olympia 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/14/16  11:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Who better to cover the Paralympics, the international sporting event 

for athletes with physical and intellectual disabilities, than Niko von 

Glasow, the world’s best-known disabled filmmaker? Unfortunately — or 

fortunately for anyone seeking an insightful and funny documentary — 

this filmmaker frankly hates sports and thinks the games are “a stupid 

idea.” Born with severely shortened arms, von Glasow serves as an 

endearing guide to London’s Paralympics competition. As he meets a one-

handed Norwegian table tennis player, the Rwandan sitting volleyball 

team, an American archer without arms and a Greek paraplegic boccia 

player, his own stereotypes about disability and sports are delightfully 

punctured. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011628 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/9/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Giving adults with autism the skills to build independent lives: Before 

Josh, 36, arrived at First Place Transition Academy, he had never taken 

public transportation on his own, much less held down a paying job. But 

a new pilot program is empowering adults with autism to overcome hurdles 

to independence. Special correspondent John Donvan, co-author with Caren 

Zucker of “In a Different Key: The Story of Autism,” reports from 

Phoenix. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011629 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/10/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
How Phoenix became the most autism-friendly city in the world: Matt 

Resnik has helped changed the face of autism in his hometown. When he 

was diagnosed as a child, his parents poured their hearts into getting 

him therapy, even launching an organization, in hopes he would outgrow 

his challenges and find his place as an independent adult in the world. 

Instead, they’ve helped shape the world around him. Special 

correspondent John Donvan reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011636 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/19/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
U.S. swimming scandal casts shadow over Rio, but Bolt still shines: The 

Olympics conclude this weekend, but the news coming out of Rio is still 

nonstop. Four U.S. swimmers who said they had been robbed now admit 

fabricating their story, while Jamaican sprinter Usain Bolt could earn 

his ninth career gold. Also, the Paralympics are in jeopardy due to 

budgetary issues. Jeffrey Brown speaks to Christine Brennan of USA Today 

and NPR’s Lulu Garcia-Navarro for details. 
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Economy 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011605 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/7/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Brexit or no, former central banker says global financial system needs 

fixes: The pound and European markets took big hits when the United 

Kingdom voted to leave the EU. Economics correspondent Paul Solman talks 

to Mervyn King, the former head of the Bank of England and the author of 

“The End of Alchemy,” who offers a longer view -- and a less alarmed one 

-- about what Brexit means for global banking and financial stability. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011618 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/26/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Oil smuggling brings environmental disaster to Venezuela’s economic 

ruin: The economic disaster in Venezuela caused by tumbling petrol 

prices — oil production is the main industry — is also behind an 

environmental one. Lake Maracaibo, which sustains the Añu indigenous 

group, is being contaminated by oil spills and the leaky drilling 

infrastructure, all made worse by rampant gas smuggling. Special 

correspondent Nadja Drost and videographer Bruno Federico report. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011622 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/1/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
The unprecedented aging crisis that’s about to hit China: China has the 

largest Baby Boom generation in the world. But now just years away from 

a mass retirement, that country is headed toward a severe workforce 

crisis and retirement cost cash crunch. Due to the country’s one-child 

policy from 1978 until 2015, the younger generation poised to take over 

is relatively small. What’s the solution? Judy Woodruff reports in 

conjunction with the Atlantic. 

  

NOLA Code:         AMEX  001007 

Series Title:    Reagan: American Experience 

Episode Title:       An American Crusade 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/31/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
When Ronald Reagan's first term reached its halfway point, he was 

challenged with tremendous economic strife, the recession and 

unemployment had battered Reaganomics. As the Pentagon spent $34 million 

per hour on building up U.S. military forces and nuclear weapons, the 

deficit increased. However, an economic transformation in 1983 and the 

slow return of Americans to work secured a second term for Reagan -- a 

term that would afford him his greatest triumphs and his most difficult 

blows. "The American Experience" chronicles Reagan's last four years in 

office -- from the loss of his closest advisors and the Iran-Contra 

scandal, to the dawning of the fall of Communism in Europe. 
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Education 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011603 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/5/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Are young kids losing the brain-boosting benefits of playtime? As 

kindergarten and pre-k have become more academically rigorous, some 

worry that the very youngest students may be missing out on crucial 

development through abundant playtime. But other educators believe 

setting high expectations for achievement helps kids, especially low-

income students, excel. Special correspondent Cat Wise reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011623 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/2/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Thinking about math in terms of literacy, not levels: Algebra is a core 

subject for U.S. high school students. But should it be? Author Andrew 

Hacker believes we should reconsider how math is taught: only 5 percent 

of the American workforce actually uses math beyond arithmetic, though 

higher-level classes are widely required. But Hacker’s proposal to focus 

math instruction in a real-world context has drawn criticism from the 

education community. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011633 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/16/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Why are early childhood educators struggling to make ends meet? Science 

tells us that critical brain development in children begins well before 

kindergarten, so their care and education prior to starting school 

matter. But the very foundation of effective early education -- child 

care providers -- often struggle to earn a living wage. In fact, nearly 

half of these teachers require some sort of federal support to make ends 

meet. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011638 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/23/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Assessing whether corporal punishment helps students, or hurts them: 

Corporal punishment is still used in 21 states' public schools. 

Proponents say the method can motivate children to behave, but research 

suggests otherwise. Trey Clayton, for instance, was paddled repeatedly 

in school as a teenager, ultimately suffering a broken jaw and dropping 

out. Jeffrey Brown sits down with Education Week's Sarah Sparks for our 

weekly education segment, “Making the Grade.” 
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Employment 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011610 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/14/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A national movement against employee non-compete contracts picks up 

steam: There’s a growing movement to restrict, or even ban, employee 

noncompete agreements. Nearly 40 percent of all American workers have, 

at some point, signed such contracts, which critics say do something 

decidedly un-American: stifle competition. The NewsHour reveals that 

even lampshade makers and licensed foster care parents are asked to sign 

them. Special correspondent Duarte Geraldino reports. 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011625 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Lose your job? It may pay to announce it: When Sree Sreenivasan found 

himself out of a job, he did what he knows how to do best: broadcast the 

news on social media. The former Chief Digital Officer at New York’s 

Metropolitan Museum of Art filled his schedule with networking meetings. 

Special correspondent Roben Farzad looks at what Sreenivasan's 

experience can teach us about finding employment in the digital age. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011633 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/16/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Why are early childhood educators struggling to make ends meet? Science 

tells us that critical brain development in children begins well before 

kindergarten, so their care and education prior to starting school 

matter. But the very foundation of effective early education -- child 

care providers -- often struggle to earn a living wage. In fact, nearly 

half of these teachers require some sort of federal support to make ends 

meet. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011640 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/25/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
For Trump, China is at the heart of U.S. economic problems: This year’s 

presidential election has emphasized the trio of trade, globalization 

and jobs. For the next three weeks, Making Sen$e’s Paul Solman will dive 

into the candidates’ perspectives on these issues. He starts with Donald 

Trump, whose trade rhetoric tends to focus on China. We speak with one 

of his economic advisers about “unfair trade practices” and China's 

influence on the U.S. economy. 
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Energy 
 

 
 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011604 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/6/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Struggles for power plant with White House backing raise concerns about 

clean coal: Clean coal technology is key to the Obama administration’s 

plans for combating climate change. But a high-profile power plant, once 

a poster child for clean coal’s promise, has run billions over budget in 

construction costs, faces federal investigations and allegations of 

fraud. William Brangham talks with Ian Urbina, who investigated the 

story for The New York Times. 

  
 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011618 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/26/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Oil smuggling brings environmental disaster to Venezuela’s economic 

ruin: The economic disaster in Venezuela caused by tumbling petrol 

prices — oil production is the main industry — is also behind an 

environmental one. Lake Maracaibo, which sustains the Añu indigenous 

group, is being contaminated by oil spills and the leaky drilling 

infrastructure, all made worse by rampant gas smuggling. Special 

correspondent Nadja Drost and videographer Bruno Federico report. 
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NOLA Code:         FONA  000101 

Series Title:    Forces of Nature 

Episode Title: Shape 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/14/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
The forces of nature make Earth a restless planet, but they also turned 

our ball of rock into a home for life. How did our planet's ingredients, 

the chemical elements, come together and take that first crucial step 

from barren rock to a living world? 

 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011651 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/9/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
After legal disappointment, North Dakota pipeline protesters vow to 

fight on: There’s been a months-long standoff over the construction of a 

$3.8 billion pipeline extension designed to run near tribal land in 

North Dakota. On Friday, a federal judge denied the Standing Rock Sioux 

Tribe’s request to stop the project. But minutes later, three federal 

agencies asked the company to voluntarily put the project on hold. Lisa 

Desjardins speaks with William Brangham for more. 
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Environment/Nature/Geography 
 

 

NOLA Code:         SOCM  000000 

Series Title:    Sea of Creepy Monsters 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       APTSY 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/10/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Lembeh Strait, located north of the Indonesian island of Sulawesi,is 

a hotspot of marine biodiversity. Countless amazing creatures thrive in 

the underwater landscape found here. Over a period of four years, two 

wildlife filmmakers captured hundreds of hours of footage including some 

behavior never-before caught on camera. For instance, they were able to 

shoot an anglerfish swallowing a lionfish - a scene resembling Godzilla 

gulping down Dracula! Welcome to the SEA OF CREEPY MONSTERS.  

    

NOLA Code:         SLOP  000000 

Series Title:    Secret Life of Pigeons 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       APTSY 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/10/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Every day, pigeons aimlessly walk and fly around cities, much to the ire 

of the urban citizen. Behind the pigeon's seemingly mindless doddering, 

pecking and plodding is a secret life and a noble past. SECRET LIFE OF 

PIGEONS gives a whole new perspective on these misunderstood urban 

creatures, revealing their complexity, intelligence and incredible 

contributions to humankind. As one of the world's first domesticated 

animals, pigeons have served as a food source, entertainer, war hero and 

vital communicator for thousands of years. Today, they're at the center 

of urgent research projects dealing with navigation, human health, brain 

chemistry, DNA and even our own evolution. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011608 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/12/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Turning 315 billion pounds of plastic ocean pollution into sea-saving 

art: At the Smithsonian’s National Zoo, a massive exhibit made entirely 

of 315 pounds of plastic pollution fished from the Pacific is on 

display. Called "Washed Ashore: Art to Save the Sea," it features 17 

sculptures, from jellyfish to shark. The lesson? The ocean's deadliest 

predator is trash. In our NewsHour Shares moment of the day, Julia 

Griffin pays the plastic sea creatures a visit. 

 

NOLA Code:         KOGO  000000 

Series Title:    Koko - The Gorilla Who Talks 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/3/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
In 1971, Penny Patterson began teaching sign language to a gorilla named 

Koko, unaware that this relationship would define both their lives. More 

than 40 years later, the now-famous Koko continues to redraw the line 

between people and animals. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011634 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/17/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Scientists analyze recent extreme weather events in relation to climate 

change: The second large-scale fire in California this week is raging 

through the southern part of the state, and the fatal flooding in 

Louisiana is worsening. Combined with the fact that this past July was 

the planet’s single hottest month recorded, are these events indicative 

of climate change? William Brangham discusses with Columbia University’s 

Adam Sobel and Louisiana State climatologist Barry Keim. 

Kilauea has been erupting since 1983 — can scientists predict when it 

will stop? Hawaii’s Kilauea has been erupting for over 30 years, making 

it the longest-flowing volcano on earth. Because of this remarkable 

activity, it is also currently the most researched. Geologist Mike 

Garcia has studied Kilauea for decades and believes that analyzing the 

chemical composition of pieces of the volcano may yield clues to its 

future behavior. Science correspondent Miles O'Brien reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         GPBE  000000 

Series Title:    Great Polar Bear Feast; The 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/7/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Investigate the problems facing a unique population of polar bears due 

to climate change. At the heart is an extraordinary event — the annual 

gathering of up to 80 polar bears on Barter Island in the Arctic Ocean 

each September. 
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Family/Marriage 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AIBB  000000 

Series Title:    America in Black & Blue, A PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Special 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/15/16  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Finding common ground amid civil unrest: Monifa Bandele, the senior 

campaign director of MomsRising.Org, Journalist Ian Tuttle, a fellow at 

the National Review, and retired NY police detective Marquez Claxton, 

director of the Black Law Enforcement Alliance discuss their thoughts on 

how to find common ground on policing, protest and race. 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011618 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/26/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
‘Mothers of the Movement’ to end gun violence speak out: The mothers of 

seven African-Americans to die in gun violence were to take the 

convention stage in Philadelphia in a national call for gun control and 

police retraining. One of them is Florida’s Lucia McBath, whose 17-year-

old son Jordan Davis was fatally shot for playing his music too loudly. 

She joins Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff to tell them why she thinks 

Hillary Clinton can change things. 
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NOLA Code:         WWIR  005606 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/5/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  
Republican Party leaders are growing increasingly concerned about Donald 

Trump's ability to win the White House after a difficult week for his 

campaign and his Democratic opponent Hillary Clinton with a lead in most 

national polls. Trump's week has included a series of missteps that 

include an ongoing feud with a Gold Star family and suggesting the 

November election will be rigged. Clinton faced ongoing questions about 

her answers regarding her private email server. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011637 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/22/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Meet the couple on a mission to end hunger in their town: The idea 

started at David and Alicia Blais’ dinner table: what if they could end 

hunger in their town? Their traveling trailer delivers meals to 200-300 

people a night, motivated by the memory of their son, Daniel. Special 

correspondent Tina Martin of WGBH reports from Framingham, 

Massachusetts. 
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Health/Health Care 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011607 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/11/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
San Francisco’s bold AIDS mission is ‘getting to zero’ by 2030: There’s 

still no vaccine and no cure, but the medical community is increasingly 

focused on ambitious plans to bring about an end to HIV/AIDS. The 

NewsHour launches its series, “The End of AIDS?” with a look at intense 

prevention efforts underway in one of the cities most impacted by the 

epidemic, San Francisco. William Brangham reports with support from the 

Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting. 

    

NOLA Code:         NMON  000102 

Series Title:    9 Months That Made You 

Episode Title: One of a Kind 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/6/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Learn how you became the unique individual you are. No two people—even 

“identical” twins—are identical. Through riveting examples, explore how 

your face was shaped, why you’re likely to be right-handed, even how 

your sexuality formed. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011614 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/20/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Why a Kenyan island may teach the world how to beat AIDS: A massive HIV 

test-and-treat study is underway in Kenya and Uganda. Migratory men in 

the fishing industry there have been hit especially hard, and 

researchers are trying creative ways to encourage them to get tested. 

William Brangham reports from Mfangano Island with support from the 

Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting for our series, “The End of AIDS?” 

 

 

NOLA Code:         SPIL  000000 

Series Title:    Spillover - Zika, Ebola & Beyond 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/3/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Investigate the rise of spillover viruses like Zika, Ebola and Nipah, 

that can make the leap from animals to humans. Find out how human 

behaviors spread diseases and what science can do to anticipate and 

prevent epidemics around the world. 
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Homosexuality 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011607 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/11/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
San Francisco’s bold AIDS mission is ‘getting to zero’ by 2030: There’s 

still no vaccine and no cure, but the medical community is increasingly 

focused on ambitious plans to bring about an end to HIV/AIDS. The 

NewsHour launches its series, “The End of AIDS?” with a look at intense 

prevention efforts underway in one of the cities most impacted by the 

epidemic, San Francisco. William Brangham reports with support from the 

Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting. 

 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011608 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/12/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Why the South is the epicenter of the AIDS crisis in America: The 

epicenter of the AIDS epidemic in America is Atlanta and the southeast, 

and among the hardest hit populations are gay and bisexual black men. 

According to the CDC, half of them will be diagnosed with HIV in their 

lifetimes if current trends continue. William Brangham reports with 

support from the Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting in the second part 

of the NewsHour’s “The End of AIDS?” series. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011665 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/29/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Photographer documents the beauty of difference across the LGBT 

spectrum: It’s hard to look someone in the eye and deny their humanity, 

says iO Tillett Wright. Now Wright has spent the past six years 

photographing people who identify across the LGBT spectrum. Wright 

offers a Brief but Spectacular take on finding beauty in difference. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011666 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/30/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
News Wrap: Alabama chief justice suspended for preventing same-sex 

marriage licenses: In our news wrap Friday, a disciplinary court in 

Alabama removed Chief Justice Roy Moore from office after a panel found 

he encouraged probate judges to deny marriage licenses to same-sex 

couples. After his suspended term ends, he will be too old to run again. 

Also, federal investigators in Hoboken, New Jersey, have recovered one 

of the two recorders from the commuter train that crashed Thursday. 
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Housing, Shelter 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011623 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:     

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/2/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A stretch of North Dakota highway witnesses oil’s boom and bust: Oil 

prices have been dropping since the industry’s boom in 2014, and with 

that decline comes economic uncertainty for oil towns like Dickinson, 

North Dakota. Over 180 rigs drilled at the nearby Bakken oil field two 

years ago; only 27 remain active today. The slowdown has taken its toll 

on all sectors of business, from the housing market to hotel occupancy. 

Inside Energy’s Emily Guerin reports. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011635 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:     

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/18/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
How Louisiana plans to rebuild after historically damaging floods: As 

the Louisiana flooding begins to subside, the state looks toward 

rebuilding. The disaster affected over 20 parishes, including areas 

outside flood zones -- meaning residents there do not have flood 

insurance. William Brangham speaks with Billy Nungesser, Louisiana's 

lieutenant governor, about how the state is planning to use FEMA funds, 

the help of volunteers and Red Cross shelters to recover. 
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Immigration/Refugees 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011601 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/1/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Humanitarian crisis looms in Fallujah after ISIS defeat: Displaced 

residents of Fallujah are finding little to celebrate after Iraqi forces 

finally ousted Islamic State fighters this week. The city is empty — 

tens of thousands who were held by ISIS as human shields fled to 

desolate camps — and there is no electricity or water. Refugee workers 

call the situation a “catastrophe” and are hoping for more aid. Special 

correspondent Jane Arraf reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011613 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/19/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Aboard a Mediterranean rescue ship, migrants share horror stories from 

Libya: The sea route from Libya to Italy is dangerous, even deadly, for 

African migrants and refugees who are desperate to cross. Special 

correspondent Malcolm Brabant reports from a Doctors Without Borders 

rescue ship that’s attempting to save people victimized in Libya from 

then dying at sea. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011630 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/11/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
News Wrap: U.S.-backed militias continue gains in Sirte: In our news 

wrap Thursday, U.S.-backed militias achieved new progress in capturing 

the Islamic State’s last stronghold in Libya. Forces say they have now 

liberated 70 percent of Sirte. Also, the Australian government suggested 

asylum seekers complaining of sexual abuse in detention camps might be 

motivated to lie. The country’s immigration minister made a statement to 

that effect today. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011637 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/22/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
News Wrap: Trump says he’s not flip-flopping on immigration plan: In our 

news wrap Monday, Donald Trump insisted that he is not flip-flopping on 

his plan to deport some 11 million people living in the U.S. illegally. 

He appeared to shift his policy over the weekend. Also, Russia has 

stopped using an Iranian military base to launch airstrikes in Syria for 

now, though strikes continue across that nation. 
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Media 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011602 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Writing is his redemption after spending his youth behind bars: By the 

age of 19, Shaka Senghor was behind bars after his teen years as a drug 

dealer ended with a death on his hands. Senghor says his story is all 

too familiar for many young black men. The author of “Writing My Wrongs: 

Life, Death, and Redemption in an American Prison” sits down with 

Jeffrey Brown. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011616 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/22/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
The long rise and very quick fall of Fox News boss Roger Ailes: For 20 

years, the man at the helm of Fox News was its CEO and founder Roger 

Ailes. On Thursday, Ailes stepped down after former anchor Gretchen 

Carlson filed a sexual harassment suit against him. Jane Hall, associate 

professor at American University’s School of Communication, and Ken 

Doctor, media analyst for Newsonomics and Columnist for Politico, sit 

down with Judy Woodruff to discuss. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011625 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A Nobel laureate writes about living under Soviet rule: The Nobel 

Committee called Svetlana Alexievich's writing "a monument to suffering 

and courage in our time." In this new book, "Secondhand Time", the 

suffering is (mostly) psychological, as hope and promise at the end of 

Soviet era turns to despair and a sense of betrayal under Gorbachev, 

Yeltsin, and into the current rule of Vladimir Putin. Alexievich joins 

Jeffrey Brown in the studio. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011635 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/18/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
The editor of The New Yorker on helping writers find their voice:  David 

Remnick has been a writer for The New Yorker since 1992 and its editor 

since 1998. In the age of modern media, his job requires not only 

producing a quality magazine, but also keeping up financially and 

technologically. One of his favorite experiences is encountering a young 

writer with something new to say. Here he shares his Brief but 

Spectacular philosophy on editing -- and being edited. 
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Minorities/Civil Rights 

 
 

NOLA Code:         AIBB  000000 

Series Title:    America in Black & Blue, A PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Special 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/15/16  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A long, violent battle over policing meets hope for change in Newark: 

Forty-nine years ago this week, Newark, in New Jersey burned in 

rebellion against police brutality and racial injustice. Today, 

activists and authorities continue to grapple with many of the same 

issues. In this segment, hear perspectives from protesters and police at 

a Newark rally in the wake of the shootings in Dallas, St. Paul and 

Baton Rouge. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011618 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/26/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Why it’s harder for women to run for office: As Hillary Clinton makes 

history with her nomination Tuesday night, Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff 

speak with two other prominent women in politics, Kamala Harris, 

Attorney General of California and Rep. Cheri Bustos (D-Ill.), about the 

hurdles that remain for women running for office. 
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NOLA Code:         JKAE  000102 

Series Title:    JFK: American Experience 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/23/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
Follow Kennedy into the White House through his assassination and the 

unfulfilled promise of his presidency. Offering fresh assessments of the 

successes and failures of his tenure, this episode features frank 

appraisals by administration officials, including John Siegenthaler, 

Thomas Hughes and Harris Wofford, civil rights leaders Andrew Young and 

Julian Bond, and journalists Evan Thomas and Richard Reeves. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011642 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/29/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Clinton and Trump are talking about minorities — but are they talking to 

them? As summer winds down, the presidential campaign ramps up. Both 

Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton highlighted racial issues this week, 

while Trump appeared to soften on immigration. Meanwhile, some swing 

states may be out of contention. For political analysis, Gwen Ifill 

speaks with Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report and Stuart 

Rothenberg of the The Rothenberg & Gonzales Political Report. 
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National Politics/Government 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003407 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title: Saudi Arabia Uncovered 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/12/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Get an inside account of efforts to bring about change in the Saudi 

kingdom. With on-the-ground reporting, the film examines Saudi Arabia 

today. 

    

NOLA Code:         WHIT  000000 

Series Title:    White House: Inside Story; The 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/12/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
Gain access to America’s most iconic residence -- symbol of national 

history and icon of democracy. From the Oval Office to the family dining 

room, through crises and world wars, the 200-year story of the White 

House is the story of America itself. 
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   NOLA Code:         AMEX  000401 

Series Title:    LBJ: American Experience 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/24/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
The first of a two-part series on the life of Lyndon B. Johnson, this 

program chronicled the president's childhood in impoverished rural 

Texas; Johnson's rise to political power on the strength of his public 

assistance message; the charges of ballot stuffing that haunted Johnson 

after his early run for the U.S. Senate;  John F. Kennedy's 

assassination and the self-doubt Johnson felt at having assumed the 

presidency through no effort of his own; and Johnson's victory in the 

1964 election, which he considered both a personal and political 

achievement. 

    

NOLA Code:         ABYN  000201 

Series Title:    America by the Numbers 

Episode Title: The New Deciders 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/6/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Learn how Asian-American, black millennial, Arab-American and Latino 

evangelical voters are exerting their growing strength and influence in 

this 2016 election special about power and politics, demographics and 

democracy. 
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Nuclear Issues/WMD 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011605 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/7/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
‘Zero Days,’ a detective story about the cyber warfare arms race: “Zero 

Days,” a new documentary by Alex Gibney, lays out a sobering view of the 

rise of cyber warfare and its acceleration since intelligence agencies 

sabotaged Iran’s nuclear program. Gibney sits down with Jeffrey Brown. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011625 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Investigating the Obama administration’s $400 million payment to Iran: 

he Wall Street Journal revealed this week that in January, the Obama 

administration secretly airlifted $400 million in cash to Iran. The 

money was owed as part of a failed arms deal prior to the 1979 Islamic 

Revolution, but payment coincided with the release of four Americans 

held in Tehran. Hari Sreenivasan speaks with Jay Solomon, the Wall 

Street Journal reporter who broke the story. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011651 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/9/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
North Korean nuclear test reverberates on the campaign trail: News that 

North Korea had conducted its fifth nuclear test compelled both 

presidential candidates to respond on the campaign trail. Hillary 

Clinton condemned the action after meeting with national security 

advisers. Donald Trump tried to tie the North Korean test to the 

policies of his opponent in an address at the Value Voters summit in 

Washington. Lisa Desjardins reports. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         DENR  000301 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour Debates 2016 

Episode Title:       Presidential Debate 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/26/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
NBC Nightly News anchor Lester Holt moderates the first debate at 

Hofstra University in Hempstead, New York. The PBS NEWSHOUR presents 

live coverage (90 minutes) of the presidential candidates’ debates 

followed by analysis (30 minutes), co-anchored by Gwen Ifill and Judy 

Woodruff, with David Brooks, Mark Shields and Amy Walter in studio and 

NEWSHOUR correspondent John Yang on location. 
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Poverty/Hunger 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011610 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/14/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
In post-Chavez Venezuela, health care ails, food is scarce and crime is 

everywhere: Venezuela’s hospitals are crumbling and health care system 

is in shambles. Kidnappers prey on citizens whose families are rich 

enough to pay ransom and the capital, Caracas, is the world’s most 

murderous city. Food is scarce — and expensive. Falling oil prices have 

hit Caracas, a major exporter, especially hard. Special correspondent 

Nadja Drost and videographer Bruno Federico report from Caracas. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011616 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/22/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Poverty-stricken past and present in the Mississippi Delta: Rich in 

soil, music and culture, the Mississippi Delta is one of those unique 

regions that has come to hold a special place in the American 

imagination. But in terms of economic mobility and poverty, this stretch 

of land is far behind anywhere else in the developed world. Kai Ryssdal 

takes a look at the storied and complex history of the Mississippi 

Delta. 
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NOLA Code:         AMEX  000402 

Series Title:    LBJ: American Experience 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/24/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
The second of a two-part series on the life of Lyndon B. Johnson, this 

program traced the president's energetic pursuit of the "war on poverty" 

and a range of other social programs; charted the country's deepening 

involvement in Vietnam and the process by which Johnson committed 

progressively more troops and dollars  to the conflict; explored the 

personal toll on the president as his popularity plummeted, social 

strife spread, and the war dragged  on; and chronicled his retirement 

years in Texas, marked by aimlessness and personal neglect. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011645 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/1/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
A growing, catastrophic food crisis sows unrest in Venezuela: In 

Venezuela, hundreds of thousands came out in protest against President 

Nicolas Maduro, whose approval ratings have reached record lows. The 

cause for discontent: Food is now incredibly scarce and far too 

expensive to buy, and the hunger is leading to and caused by growing 

corruption. Nathan Halverson of Reveal from The Center for Investigative 

Reporting reports from Caracas. 
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Recreation/Leisure/Sports 
 

 

NOLA Code:         BSV  000000 

Series Title:    BOONE AND SCENIC RAILROAD AMERICA’S HEARTLAND 

RAILROAD 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/1/16  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  
This documentary will trace this line's history from its conception, to 

its near abandonment, to becoming one of the most treasured tourist 

railroads in North America. Become part of Iowa's railroad history as 

you travel through the beautiful Des Moines River Valley, once home to 

native Americans and later immigrants who hailed from the world over to 

build their lives in their newly adopted country. 

 

NOLA Code:         IGB 000301 

Series Title:    IOWA GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL STATE SOFTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2016 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/22/16  10AM-9 P.M. 

Length:          11-HOURS 

Segment:     

Format:  
IPTV presents the IGHSAU Iowa Farm Bureau Girls Softball Championships 

live from Harlan Rogers Sports Complex in Fort Dodge. The top teams in 

the state compete for their respective titles. 
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NOLA Code:         SFA  004701 

Series Title:    Fair 2016 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/15/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Iowa Public Television has brought Iowa State Fair highlights statewide 

for 46 years and will once again broadcast extensive coverage of the 

Iowa State Fair. These hour-long programs are among the networks most-

watched of the year. Bill Riley will return as host of this year's 

coverage, which is full of feature contest results, unique stories, 

food, animals, music and more. 

  

NOLA Code:         NAZG  000000 

Series Title:    Nazi Games - Berlin 1936; The 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/2/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
See how the Nazis and the IOC turned, to their mutual advantage, a 

relatively small, elitist sports event into an epic global and mass 

media spectacle that, despite the IOC’s determined attempts to forget, 

continues to this day. 
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Religion/Ethics 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011602 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
More Twitter trouble dogs Trump, Clinton’s FBI interview: It started as 

a really bad weekend for Hillary Clinton after her husband’s tarmac 

meeting with Attorney General Loretta Lynch and word that Mrs. Clinton 

was to be interviewed by federal agents. Donald Trump stepped all over 

that with a tweet that some considered anti-Semitic. John Yang talks to 

Tamara Keith of NPR and Stu Rothenberg of The Rothenberg & Gonzales 

Political Report. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011618 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/26/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
News Wrap: ISIS claims throat-slit slay of Catholic priest in France: In 

our news wrap Tuesday, the Islamic State has claimed responsibility for 

the brutal throat-slit murder of a Catholic priest during morning Mass 

in France’s Normandy region. The two attackers were later shot dead. 

Also, in Australia, Prime Minister [Malcolm Turnbull has ordered an 

investigation into alleged abuse at a juvenile detention center after a 

graphic video emerges. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011625 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Preserving what’s left of a once-thriving Jewish community in India: The 

coastal Indian city of Cochin was once home to a thriving Jewish 

community; immigrants came for the spice trade and ended up settling 

there. But in 1955, the community largely vanished as its residents 

departed en masse to the newly founded state of Israel. Now, it’s a 

struggle to preserve the structures and relics of Jewish heritage that 

remain. 

 

 

 

  

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011642 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/29/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
An extremist’s path to academia — and fighting terrorism: Jesse Curtis 

Morton begins work as a counterterrorism researcher at George Washington 

University this fall. But his path to the position was highly 

unconventional: until 2012, Morton was Younus Abdullah Muhammad, a 

Muslim extremist who founded a radical Islamist website. His decision to 

go undercover and assist in counterterrorism efforts while in prison 

changed his trajectory profoundly. 
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Science/Technology 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NMON  000103 

Series Title:    9 Months That Made You 

Episode Title: The Final Countdown 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/13/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Meet the miracle that is you. See how your time in the womb, as your 

senses mature, has determined your destiny on the outside. Survey the 

latest epigenetic research that shows how the womb environment leaves 

its mark, even altering your DNA. 

 

    

NOLA Code:         NOVA  004221 

Series Title:    NOVA | Making North America 

Episode Title:       Life 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/6/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Discover the surprising intertwined story of life and the landscape in 

North America—from origins to iconic dinosaurs to giant marine reptiles 

swimming in an ancient sea that once split the continent in two. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011624 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/3/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
More DNC information to come, says WikiLeaks founder: In the aftermath 

of a devastating email-hacking incident involving top Democratic party 

officials, WikiLeaks is preparing to release new information “on a range 

of important issues.” According to organization founder Julian Assange, 

WikiLeaks is now immersed in formatting the information to be easily 

accessible to journalists and the general public. Judy Woodruff 

interviews Assange for details. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011646 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/2/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Aboard a boat that ferries scientists to Alaskan wildlife: Every summer, 

the federal research vessel Tiglax travels along the chain of Alaska’s 

Aleutian Islands, ferrying scientists to remote locations to study 

wildlife. The Aleutian archipelago is 1600 miles in length and 

constitutes an ecosystem of stunning diversity. Tiglax’s captain talks 

about life aboard the boat, the animals he’s seen, the passion of his 

passengers and why he’s ‘hopeful.’ 
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Sexuality 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NMON  000102 

Series Title:    9 Months That Made You 

Episode Title:       One of a Kind 

Distributor:       pbs 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/6/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Learn how you became the unique individual you are. No two people—even 

“identical” twins—are identical. Through riveting examples, explore how 

your face was shaped, why you’re likely to be right-handed, even how 

your sexuality formed. 

 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011615 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/21/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
News Wrap: Trump’s words on NATO worry alliance, Fox News’ Roger Ailes 

resigns: In our news wrap Thursday, international rebuke followed Donald 

Trump’s remarks that he will not guarantee US defense of NATO allies. 

Also, the CEO of Fox News, Roger Ailes, resigned after former show host 

Gretchen Carlson filed a sexual harassment suit against him and 15 

others, including Megyn Kelly, came forward with claims of harassment. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011616 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/22/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
The long rise and very quick fall of Fox News boss Roger Ailes: For 20 

years, the man at the helm of Fox News was its CEO and founder Roger 

Ailes. On Thursday, Ailes stepped down after former anchor Gretchen 

Carlson filed a sexual harassment suit against him. Jane Hall, associate 

professor at American University’s School of Communication, and Ken 

Doctor, media analyst for Newsonomics and Columnist for Politico, sit 

down with Judy Woodruff to discuss. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011625 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/4/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Behind the shocking sexual abuse allegations facing USA Gymnastics: For 

years, executives in charge of gymnastics’ national governing body have 

been ignoring allegations of sexual abuse by coaches of young athletes, 

reported USA Today’s IndyStar on Thursday. Judy Woodruff speaks with 

investigative reporter Marisa Kwiatkowski and Nancy Hogshead-Makar, 

lawyer and CEO of Champion Women, about the shocking revelations and the 

extent of legal protection for victims. 
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Social Services 
 

 

NOLA Code:         AIBB  000000 

Series Title:    America in Black & Blue, A PBS NewsHour Weekend 

Special 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/15/16  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Inside Obama’s ‘My Brother’s Keeper’ initiative: Solutions to complex 

issues like the impact of race require not just a desire to change but 

the actual tools to make change. In 2014, the Obama administration began 

My Brother’s Keeper, a public and private collaboration to create 

opportunities for young men of color to address many of the challenges 

they face. Broderick Johnson, chair of the task force, joins PBS 

NewsHour Weekend from Washington D.C. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011601 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/1/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Humanitarian crisis looms in Fallujah after ISIS defeat: Displaced 

residents of Fallujah are finding little to celebrate after Iraqi forces 

finally ousted Islamic State fighters this week. The city is empty — 

tens of thousands who were held by ISIS as human shields fled to 

desolate camps — and there is no electricity or water. Refugee workers 

call the situation a “catastrophe” and are hoping for more aid. Special 

correspondent Jane Arraf reports. 
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NOLA Code:         AMEX  000402 

Series Title:    LBJ: American Experience 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/24/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
The second of a two-part series on the life of Lyndon B. Johnson, this 

program traced the president's energetic pursuit of the "war on poverty" 

and a range of other social programs; charted the country's deepening 

involvement in Vietnam and the process by which Johnson committed 

progressively more troops and dollars  to the conflict; explored the 

personal toll on the president as his popularity plummeted, social 

strife spread, and the war dragged  on; and chronicled his retirement 

years in Texas, marked by aimlessness and personal neglect. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011627 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/8/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Syrian refugees adjusting to U.S. bring complex health needs: Refugees 

arriving in upstate New York in recent years have increasingly come from 

active conflict zones, including Syria and Iraq -- many fleeing with 

injuries of war and deep emotional scars. As the refugee populations in 

places like Buffalo change, the health care systems and cultures of 

these cities have been changing, too. Special correspondent Sarah Varney 

reports. 
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Transportation 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011616 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/22/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
For child migrants, the desperate journey to freedom is especially 

dangerous: The boat trip from North Africa to Italy has ended in death 

and heartbreak for many migrants. It has been especially tough on 

children, many of whom come by themselves. In the second of a three-part 

Desperate Journey series from the Mediterranean, Malcolm Brabant is 

aboard a Doctors Without Border ship when one trip ends with promise of 

a new life in Europe. 

 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011617 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/25/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
When a migrant’s desperate journey becomes a deadly journey:  The 

NewsHour’s Malcolm Brabant was there, and the cameras were rolling, as 

the Doctors Without Borders rescue ship he was on came across a horrific 

scene: More than 20 migrants dead on an unseaworthy ship that was taking 

them from Northern Africa to Italy. Brabant files this, his third and 

final report, on the plight of refugees trying to cross the sea to a new 

life in Europe. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011630 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/11/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Above Manhattan’s bustle, a reshaped public space: In the mid-20th 

century, it was a railroad; now it’s a public park. Built in the 1930s, 

30 feet above the streets of Manhattan, the High Line was crucial for 

transporting cargo. But with the decline of rail transportation, it 

closed in 1980 and was abandoned. Almost three decades later, it opened 

again -- this time, as a shared space for greenery, art and leisure. 

Jeffrey Brown reports. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011654 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/14/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
How Uber is helping steer the future of self-driving cars: Uber released 

its first fleet of self-driving cars in Pittsburgh on Wednesday. For 

now, they are also equipped with a human technician. Hari Sreenivasan 

speaks with Alex Davies of Wired Magazine -- a journalist who took a 

ride in one of the new cars -- about his experience, why Uber chose 

Pittsburgh and the future of self-driving cars. 
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Urban Development, Urban Decay 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011609 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/13/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Hot in Cleveland? The city’s new, cool Public Square: Just in time for 

next week’s Republican convention, Cleveland has unveiled a $50 million 

renovation of its historic, 10-acre Public Square in the city’s 

downtown. The landscape architect was James Corner, the same man behind 

New York City’s celebrated High Line. The square is sure to be the site 

of expected protests next week. Corner says it’s ready. Jeffrey Brown 

reports from Cleveland. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011621 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/29/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
London skyline rising but the history below ground is far more 

fascinating: Where once stood a 16th Century theater that first staged 

Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, a new London complex, including a 37-

story residential tower, is rising. As the skyline changes at a head-

spinning clip, archaeologists, by law, are digging down, uncovering 

fascinating artifacts. The theater excavation will be part of the new 

development, aptly called, “The Stage.” Jeffrey Brown reports. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011626 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/5/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Comparing the presidential candidates’ approaches to the economy: July 

saw 255,000 jobs created and unemployment flat at 4.9%. How would the 

candidates boost the economy? Clinton seeks major infrastructure 

projects and a higher minimum wage, while Trump wants business tax cuts 

to encourage companies to invest in employees. Judy Woodruff speaks to 

Stephen Moore, senior economic adviser to Donald Trump, and Jared 

Bernstein, economic adviser to Hillary Clinton. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011646 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/2/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Tornado-stricken Joplin now thrives, but emotional scars linger: The 

tornado that struck Joplin, Missouri, in May 2011 was one of the most 

destructive in U.S. history. Five years later, the city seems to be 

thriving -- possibly even better off than it was before. One key to its 

success? Getting residents to stay, says Jane Cage, chair of the 

Citizens Advisory Recovery Team. But the emotional trauma from that day 

still lingers. Hari Sreenivasan reports. 
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War/Veterans/National Security 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WBCD 000101 

Series Title:    WORLD WAR II: BEHIND CLOSED DOORS 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       BBC 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/24/16  1 P.M. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  
Joseph Stalin - the supreme leader of the Soviet Union - was a tyrant 

responsible for the death of millions. Yet he also had some unlikely 

relationships during the Second World War. Not just with leaders of the 

great democracies like Winston Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt, but 

also with Hitler and the Nazis. For the first time on television, this 

ambitious series, from award-winning filmmaker Laurence Rees, lifts the 

lid on these relationships to reveal the true natures of the three 

leaders and how the meetings they had - and the decisions they made - 

shaped the world today. 

 

NOLA Code:         HOWR  000101 

Series Title:    EISENHOWER’S SECRET WAR 

Episode Title: FROM WARRIOR RO PRESIDENT 

Distributor:       APTEX 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/7/16  2 P.M. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
EISENHOWER'S SECRET WAR examines Dwight D. Eisenhower's unwavering 

commitment - both public and covert - to peaceful co-existence with the 

Soviet Union in the tumultuous and uneasy Cold War years. Based on 

recent research by established scholars and writers, the two-part 

documentary series provides a fresh understanding of Eisenhower's path 

to the presidency from the time of the successful D-Day landings and, as 

president, how his national security policies and tactics kept a divided 

world at peace during the 1950s. Hosted by public television news 

commentator and author Evan Thomas, Eisenhower's Secret War features the 

accounts of more than 20 key witnesses - American, British and Soviet - 

to the major events of the era. 
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NOLA Code:         AMEX  000302 

Series Title:    Nixon: American Experience 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/25/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          180 

Segment:     

Format:  
This three-hour presentation provides a reassessment of Richard Nixon's 

life and political career. The program chronicles his achievements and 

defeats from his boyhood in Yorba Linda, California, to his rise to 

prominence as a virulent anti-communist congressman, to his presidency, 

including Nixon's historic overtures to China and the Soviet Union, his 

divisive handling of the Vietnam War and his resignation in the face of 

the Watergate scandal. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011648 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/6/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Decades on, millions of unexploded American bombs left behind still kill 

and maim in Laos: The United States dropped 270 million bombs on Laos 

between 1964 and 1973. On Tuesday, President Obama became the first U.S. 

president to visit the country, promising to provide the Laotian people 

to remove the unexploded bombs that remain. Special correspondent Mike 

Cerre offers a glimpse of life in Laos today and the mission to end the 

deadly legacy of the Vietnam War. 
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Women 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WWIR  005601 

Series Title:    Washington Week with Gwen Ifill 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/1/16  7 p.m. 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  
Trump and Clinton prep for conventions, terror in Turkey, and SCOTUS 

rules on abortion: Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton gear up for their 

party's conventions as talk about potential running mates escalates. 

Trump seeks a VP with the Washington experience he lacks as he continues 

the struggle to unite the Republican party. Meanwhile, Sen. Elizabeth 

Warren joins Clinton on the campaign trail. Will Warren attract 

progressive Democratic voters to Hillary? Mistrust still surrounds the 

former secretary of State as the investigation into her personal email 

account carries on. And heading into the July 4 weekend, global security 

forces are on high alert after a well-planned terror attack at the 

Istanbul airport left hundreds dead or wounded. Plus, the Supreme Court 

-- still operating with just eight justices -- issues its most decisive 

decision on abortion in 25 years. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011618 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/26/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Nancy Pelosi on her own glass ceiling and Hillary Clinton’s: Minority 

Leader Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Cali., broke her own glass ceiling when she 

was elected the first Speaker of the House. Today, she stands with 

Hillary Clinton as she campaigns to become the first woman commander-in-

chief. Pelosi speaks with Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff about party 

unity, women in politics and the fight ahead. 

Why it’s harder for women to run for office: As Hillary Clinton makes 

history with her nomination Tuesday night, Gwen Ifill and Judy Woodruff 

speak with two other prominent women in politics, Kamala Harris, 

Attorney General of California and Rep. Cheri Bustos (D-Ill.), about the 

hurdles that remain for women running for office. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  011654 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/14/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Uncovering the problem of forced marriage in the U.S.: She was never 

verbally or physically threatened or restrained. But at age 19, Nina Van 

Harn felt like she couldn’t say no when she was expected to marry a man 

chosen by her family. And she is not alone in her experience. In a two-

year period, it’s estimated that there were 3,000 such forced marriage 

cases in the United States. Special correspondent Gayle Tzemach Lemmon 

reports. 

 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003501 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       The Choice 2016 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/27/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
Go behind the headlines generated by Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, 

two of the most polarizing candidates in modern history, to investigate 

what has shaped them, where they came from, how they lead and why they 

want to be president. 
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Youth 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011603 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/5/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Are young kids losing the brain-boosting benefits of playtime? As 

kindergarten and pre-k have become more academically rigorous, some 

worry that the very youngest students may be missing out on crucial 

development through abundant playtime. But other educators believe 

setting high expectations for achievement helps kids, especially low-

income students, excel. Special correspondent Cat Wise reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  011613 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 7/19/16  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Why Republicans are struggling in the battle for millennial voters: Both 

Republicans and Democrats are vying for the increasingly important 

demographic of young voters. Lisa Desjardins reports from Cleveland on 

why the GOP has had a difficult time recruiting millennials. 
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NOLA Code:         INLE  001720 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title: T-Rex: Her Fight for Gold 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 8/2/16  9 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  
T-Rex: Her Fight for Gold is the coming-of-age story of boxing phenom 

Claressa Shields, who was just 17 years old when she won the Olympic 

gold medal for women’s boxing in 2012. Now with a record of 69-1, she is 

ranked number one in the world heading into her second Olympic 

competition, the 2016 Rio de Janeiro Summer Games. 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003413 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title: A Subprime Education 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast Date/Time: 9/13/16  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
Examine reports of predatory behavior and fraud in the troubled for-

profit college industry and the implosion of Corinthian Colleges; also 

“Omarina’s Story,” how a program to stem the high school drop-out crisis 

has affected one girl’s journey.  
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